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If you like sweet,smooth soul music with plush vocal harmony(Baby face, john B or Brian Mcknight flava)

this album is a must for your collection.Multi-instrumentalist, singer/songwriter Jeffron has written,

produced and arranged this debut album. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, EASY LISTENING: Love

Songs Details: jeffron Was born in Hampstead North West London and began his musical journey aged

five when he discovered a natural ability at the piano during a family visit. His interest in music led him to

set up a school band aged 14 where he played keyboards. It wasn't until he had left school that he started

to work on music production and song arrangement using the most basic home studio set-up. This early

experience of song production and arrangement set jeffron on course for an opportunity to work with ex

"Hot Chocolate" lead singer Errol Brown. As Jeffron's songwriting ability began to develop he would get

further opportunities to work with a variety of artists like "Sugar babes" and "Liberty X" also remixing

popular tracks like "Ghetto Heaven" by the Family Stand,Aretha franklin and Lauren Hill's "A Rose is still

a Rose".After a few years break working in the world of interactive media as an interactive producer and

web designer. Jeffron has added to his technical skill further enhancing his ability to deliver his music

globally.Now Jeffron is about to debut as an artist with his album "Deliverance". A self taught

guitarist,keyboard player and vocal arranger Jeffron has added the final weapons to his musical arsenal

in the form of Production, programming and audio engineering, all skills showcased on his first solo

works. The sound is a hybrid consisting of sweet Soul/RnB vocal tones with Jazz riffs, liks and

undertones fused together by strong pop vocal hooks,arrangements and melodies.
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